Education workshop offered

A three-unit education course entitled "Ways to Individualize Instruction" will be offered by Cal Poly.

The class will consist of three workshops during July and August. The first workshop will be held in Paso Robles, the second in Arroyo Grande and the third in King City.

The course will investigate different ways teachers can individualize student instruction. Educational games, inquiry training and team teaching are several topics that will be studied during the class. Prerequisite is a teaching credential rather than theory.

The workshops will be held at Emerson Hall, principal of the Maple Elementary School in Newbury Park. He has been a consultant to several educational institutions in California in the area of individualized instruction.

He has taught other Cal Poly Extension courses during the past two years. The course will begin on July 11 and continue on Friday and Saturday of each weekend until August 16.

Additional information may be obtained from Cal Poly Extension, Arroyo Grande, or by telephoning 805-699-2053.

Ag director of Peace Corps available today

Agricultural program director for the Peace Corps in the Philippines program Gary Lewis will be available today for discussion and questions from students interested in the program today (Thursday) from 1:40 to 3:30 p.m. in the Edward Agriculture Building, Rm. 241.

The Peace Corps program offers opportunities for volunteers with agriculture backgrounds. Robert McCorkle, McCorkle is coordinator of the FARM program in the Philippines. FARM (Future Agricultural Research Manager) is designed to meet growing needs for people with the expertise of degree-level agriculturalists. The program is seeking people who have training in agriculture and who will be graduating soon. McCorkle said Cal Poly is affiliated with the Peace Corps through the FARM program.

Lewis is a 1964 graduate of Cal Poly with a degree in animal science. He completed his Master's degree in secondary education before taking a high school teaching position in Bremwood.

Pool hours
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This valuing of the best enriched the lives he touched. He made a distinctive contribution in his associates and his time, and we shall miss him very much.

Gloria Jamison
English Department

Thanks

Editor:

I want to use this method of saying thanks to a lot of fine people who have made this year at Cal Poly a truly rewarding experience.

I’m a teacher on sabbatical, but I’ve met, but I certainly have to mention some groups, at least.

At the top of my list are the wonderful guys and gals I’ve met on the tennis and volleyball courts. I can’t help but feel good about the values and attitudes I found being expressed there. Also the quality of tennis and volleyball are a real credit to the school and the two excellent coaches, Ed Jorgensen and Ken Preston. Keep up the good work!

I have found the faculty sincere and friendly as well as competent, most of whom try to be real teachers, not just dispensers of facts, especially in Education, Social Science and Natural Resources Management.

The warmth and friendliness of the vast majority is only accentuated by the few misfits who aren’t. Thanks again to all of you to whom I will be unable to convey personally my appreciation.

May your lives all continue to reflect the warmth and concern I’ve shared with you here.

Bob Ward

Library

Editor:

I come to you many students I was giver assignments over the Fourth of July holiday weekend. It takes only simple common sense to know that one cannot successfully complete any assignment without the necessary tools.

I am referring to the closing of the university library for the entire three-day weekend. I am not pointing the fingers at teachers or librarians. Such an inconsiderateness rests solely in the lap of the administration whose job it is to coordinate the various departments of this institution. It is another example of the lack of communication between senior administration and students.

John Frazier

Affiliated with Member's Deny Paint and the Sierra Club. Member California Interlinkage Press

This is an advertisement for my book, "The Best of the West," which is available at your local bookstore.

We are all guilty of littering at some time of the day. Alternatives are really the best time as most of the littering has been accomplished for the day.

I think that people at least by the time they reach a level of higher education, should know that the wastefully located waste receptacles are for wastes and not placed where they serve as a decorative touch to the educational environment of the student. Many students must be reviled, haven’t heard about ecology or simply have taken the attitude that “somebody else gets paid to clean up, so why should I have to worry about a litter problem?”

I don’t think that I can remember a day in the years that I have attended this university, that I didn’t see some student unwrap a piece of gum or candy and throw the wrapper nonchalantly on the grass or the pavement.

Litter isn’t limited to paper. Many people, while talking with someone in the halls, casually throw their finished cigarettes to the floor. They then proceed to grind it into the floor to ensure that it is fully extinguished. Only a few feet away is an empty ashtray.

There are several solutions that can be offered to this ever-increasing problem. Perhaps entering students should be required to enroll in courses concerning environmental awareness proper methods of disposing of garbage, or perhaps classes in the identification of and locations of campus waste receptacles. Maybe the campus security could give out littering citations. Offenders would have to pick up litter on the campus for a week or two. We could even install garbage cans that sound off with a whistle when a student throws at the container basketball style and misses.

The alternatives offered sound a lot worse than what will probably be done, but what can we do? It really seems that some people on this campus don’t give a damn about what it looks like. I’m pretty sure most of the people that attend Cal Poly don’t throw their garbage on the floor in their homes, so why should school be any different? We are all in this place together, so isn’t it about time we began to think of each other as well as our environment?

We all are guilty of littering at some time or another. Next time you have an unwanted piece of paper or garbage and don’t know what to do with it, think before you throw. — David Rich
Sewer gas sucker makes the big time

Cal Poly engineering students have been experimenting with the possibility of sewer gas as an energy source since 1973. The school's 1966 Cadillac Fleetwood limousine powered with sewer gas drew national attention when it participated in a 500-mile clean air rally in 1974 and again in April of this year. The students are already preparing for the 1976 rally.

According to Stine who teaches in the Environmental Engineering Department, the engineers are also continuing their work in adapting municipal vehicles to utilize sewer gas fuel.

Stine said the focus of their work is to prove the effectiveness of sewer gas for use in municipal bus lines and fleet vehicles.

Tickets on sale

Tickets for the Cuesta College production of "Pirates of Penzanter" will go on sale July 9. Performances of "Pirates of Penzanter," which is the third Gilbert and Sullivan production on the Cuesta campus, will be held July 24 through July 31 and August 1, 2, and 3, at 8 p.m. in the Intract Theatre.

Ticket prices are $2.50 for adults, $2.00 for students, staff and faculty and $1.50 for children under 12 years of age. Special group rates may be arranged for recognized groups of 15 or more. For further information contact Roger Castle at 944-5552, extension 283.
Camel's goose is cooked

by BLAIR HELMING

Camel ("The Snow Goose")

(January)—The concept is solid, the interpretation insightful. The only lacking ingredient in dynamics, a whopping door of which would have rendered this Camel's supreme work. For now, that honor rests with "Mirage," this momentary setback. Stills has produced for his best solo album in letting the world know it feels so uphill through life. If Jackson Browne's talent had peaked for him about a decade later, he could have written songs stronger than this. Although comparison to his competitors is unnecessary, Stills does lack Crosby's immaturity. Young's self-pity and Nash's naivete. He's got it so look ahead to 25 or even 30.

Book Review

Manson Family trial details revealed in book

by SUSAN RIFE

Heiter Skelter

Vigilant Boglioli, Court Gentry available at E. Carroll. $10 00

Charlie Manson will be eligible for parole in 1979. 

After one of the longest, most expensive and exhausting trials in history, Manson and three of his family members were convicted of the Los Angeles Family murders. Heiter Skelter is a frightening book, encoded with thought-provoking, full of all the suspense of a late-night thrill. The cold hard facts of a court case. Written by the prosecutor, Vigilant Boglioli, the book faithfully chronicles the events of the two hours in which the proceedings were conducted in Southern California and the subsequent capture and trial of Charlie Manson and his numerous Family.

Blood-curdling and bone-chilling descriptions and photographs abound in the book. The coldness of the defendants' summation is enough to give you nightmares. The book is intriguing because of the unanswered questions that still remain. There should be enough glasses in Sharon Tate's living room that still have no owner. Shorty Shea's head's never been found. And another young woman's corpse was found that has never been identified.

More frightening than those unanswered questions is the unexplainable connection Charlie had over the Family members. Most of the Family is still running around like a madman. And many of them have still very strong emotional ties to Charlie. After all, they thought he was Jesus Christ.

Fascinating in its detail, the book chronicles the events of the two hours in which the proceedings were conducted in Southern California and the subsequent capture and trial of Charlie Manson and his numerous Family.

Blood-curdling and bone-chilling descriptions and photographs abound in the book. The coldness of the defendants' summation is enough to give you nightmares.

The book is intriguing because of the unanswered questions that still remain. There should be enough glasses in Sharon Tate's living room that still have no owner. Shorty Shea's head's never been found. And another young woman's corpse was found that has never been identified.

More frightening than those unanswered questions is the unexplainable connection Charlie had over the Family members. Most of the Family is still running around like a madman. And many of them have still very strong emotional ties to Charlie. After all, they thought he was Jesus Christ.

Fascinating in its detail, the book chronicles the events of the two hours in which the proceedings were conducted in Southern California and the subsequent capture and trial of Charlie Manson and his numerous Family.

Blood-curdling and bone-chilling descriptions and photographs abound in the book. The coldness of the defendants' summation is enough to give you nightmares.

The book is intriguing because of the unanswered questions that still remain. There should be enough glasses in Sharon Tate's living room that still have no owner. Shorty Shea's head's never been found. And another young woman's corpse was found that has never been identified.

More frightening than those unanswered questions is the unexplainable connection Charlie had over the Family members. Most of the Family is still running around like a madman. And many of them have still very strong emotional ties to Charlie. After all, they thought he was Jesus Christ.
Focus on the environment

A view from the Tetons

by Max Bovieri

Keynote speaker of the convention was W. Eugene Smith, famous for his photo story on the mercury poisoned Japanese fishermen of the village of Minamata, which won him and his wife, Aileen, the World Outstanding Award in photojournalism for 1975.

Having spent three tragic years on the story of Minamata, Smith spoke with a weary, seasoned voice: experience which commanded the attention of his audience.

He spoke of the maimed, crippled villagers’ fight against the Chio Co., the polluters of Minamata’s fishing waters. His story came from the heart as he spoke of his relationship with those "simple, loving people" and his spirit flared when he told of his encounter with the company’s "goons" which almost left him with a cracked skull and blind in one eye.

Smith and his wife decried the company’s corruption in helping them to do so.

Sofisposed in character, Smith ended his presentation not with words, but with a slide. On the slide were the words, "We love you all. Thank you."

Contrasting the gentle air of Eugene Smith was the forceful emphasis of Time picture editor, John Durinski, emphasizing the need for journalism to report on the environment and now we’ve got nothing to pay them with. Wilson pointed out that man is the first biological criminal and he has a responsibility to communicate to others that what we are doing is destroying our planet.

Contrasting the gentle air of Eugene Smith was the forceful emphasis of Time picture editor, John Durinski, emphasizing the need for journalism to report on the environment and now we’ve got nothing to pay them with. Wilson pointed out that man is the first biological criminal and he has a responsibility to communicate to others that what we are doing is destroying our planet.

One of the most educational speakers of the convention was Dr. Barry Commoner, author of "The Closing Circle" and head of the Scientific Institute of Public Information. He opened everyone’s eyes to the wasteful and irrational practices that our private enterprises and we ourselves perform daily.

Commoner warned that economics will be hardest hit due to the environmental "rape" that is taking place today. He says that when there will be a shortage of energy and that this problem "Can only be corrected economically by more unemployment."

Commoner also warned against the use of nuclear power. "This nuclear thing isn’t going to work, the entire nuclear program should be scrapped, totally phased out." He emphasized that if solar energy was budgeted a little more for research and production, it could be providing right now over seventy percent of the total U.S. energy need, and in time could take care of the entire foreign deficit.

The informatory of Commoner and the other speakers expressed a need to communicate to others the need to become aware of the environment and our relationship to it.

A more genuine concern for the quality of the natural environment and an optimism about the future of planet earth were the feelings retained by the convention’s participants as they headed home, back to work with a little different point of view.
Remnant of Palace sits alone in patio

The head and shoulders are all that remain of this statue which was once part of the Palace of Fine Arts in San Francisco. Photo by Tony Hertz.

Fires are expensive

Beginning in May of this year, the fire season for San Luis Obispo County, the Division of Forestry has battled an incredible 125 fires. Even more outrageous is the fact that 50 of these have been fought in the last week alone.

"We've had a slow season so far," says public information officer, Mike Charlton, "but things are picking up.

The principle cause of fires in this area is children playing with matches. Last week, for example, a fire was started on a hill southwest of Poly by two teenage boys who were playing with matches.

Other causes of fires are farm equipment malfunctions and over heating, arson and thoughtlessness of the public. The arsonist is a threat to ourselves and our children in the prevention of fire, consider the cost of fire fighting.

The above-mentioned fire just southwest of campus, was only half an acre. A small one, considering the average fire is one to two acres. Yet this fire cost about $9000.

The cost of a fire truck is around $10000 per mile. The cost of an air tanker, for one lift including fuel, is $6000. Add this to the wages of the firemen and the priceless cost of a human life lost in a fire, and one may well find the incentive to prevent a fire.
Adapted for handicapped

Trail project is a way of life

by SUSAN RIFE

Gordon Elliot is more involved with his senior project than most people ever get involved with any project at all. He is building a trail adapted for use by the handicapped. Elliot's project isn't handi
capped. He has both his arms and legs, vision aided by glasses, and his hearing is fine too. Why is he involved in building a trail for the handicapped?

Because he cares about other people.

Elliot has a deep love for the outdoors that he wants to share with everyone—including those who wouldn't normally have the chance to experience the wonder of the great outdoors except from the inside of a car or a stationary wheelchair.

He calls himself an interpreter of the forest. And he does a pretty fair job of translating the forest's language into something all of us can understand.

Elliot's project is named Pino Alto—Spanish for high pine. Located on Figueroa Mountain in the Los Padres National Forest, the trail Elliot has built is near the top of Figueroa and commands an amazingly beautiful view of the Santa Ynez Valley north of Santa Barbara.

In the midst of the forest, surrounded by ponderosa pines and Douglas fir, the trail is a half-mile of easy walking. The trail is especially adapted for use by those on crutches or in wheel chairs.

Scattered along the trail at more or less regular intervals are 14 points of interest, marked with numbered posts which correspond to descriptive paragraphs in a brochure available at the beginning of the trail.

Elliot began his project in January when Don McGuigan of the U.S. Forest Service ap
droached Cal Poly with a number of projects for seniors to take within the Los Padres National Forest. Elliot, a Natural Resources Management major, was immediately intrigued with the theme of Pino Alto and talked to McGuigan about taking the project.

McGuigan told Elliot that the project would be a lot of work. The trail had been abandoned, and nothing had been done with it for three years. The Conservatory Corps had restored remnants into the area, and the several inches of soil to make a hard surface really negated on crutches or in a wheelchair. But since the trail was built in 1972, it was not maintained and a substan
tial amount of reconstruction, maintenance, and adaptation was needed.

"They didn't take two things into consideration when the trail was built," Elliot said. "Maintenance, and could the handicapped actually use the trail?"

Part of the trail was too steep for wheelchairs and had to be

This trail leading into the trees doesn't look different from any other woodland trail—but it is designed and adapted for easy use by the handicapped.

The brochure itself has many hours of intensive planning behind it. The text was carefully selected to interpret the area but also to provoke thought and make the reader want to explore further on an individual basis. Elliot also investigated the history of the area, reading everything he could scrape up and walking to old forest rangers and residents of the area who knew the history and passed it on to him. Bits of history are incor
porated into the brochure along with the interpretive points of nature.

The trail is designed to be self-guided—that is, the user decides without a trail guide. The brochures are available from a dispenser at the beginning of the trail, designed for easy access by those in wheelchairs. "I designed the dispenser so that someone in a wheelchair could just wheel up alongside it and pull out a brochure. The brochures are folded especially so that a folded edge leads and they come easily out of the dispenser rather than crumbling up," Elliot said.

Elliot also investigated the utility into the trail too. The forest rangers had been bulldozed a route through the forest, and the forest rangers and residents of the area who knew the history and passed it on to him. Bits of history are incor
porated into the brochure along with the interpretive points of nature.

The trail is designed to be self-guided—that is, the user decides without a trail guide. The brochures are available from a dispenser at the beginning of the trail, designed for easy access by those in wheelchairs.

Elliot also investigated the utility into the trail too. The forest rangers had been bulldozed a route through the forest, and the forest rangers and residents of the area who knew the history and passed it on to him. Bits of history are incor
porated into the brochure along with the interpretive points of nature.

The text was carefully selected to interpret the area but also to provoke thought and make the reader want to explore further on an individual basis. Elliot also investigated the history of the area, reading everything he could scrape up and walking to old forest rangers and residents of the area who knew the history and passed it on to him.

The posts along the trail deal primarily with the trees of the area, telling of overcrowding in the forest and the fight for sur
vival, the soil taken by heavy snowfalls on young trees, the natural cooling effect beneath an oak's canopy, the effect of lightening on a tree, and how diseases can infect trees as they do people.

Even though Elliot was graduated from Poly in June and is now working toward his Master's Degree in International Agriculture, he remains in han
domning the project.

This project has become a way of life for me. It means more to me than most projects mean to seniors," he says earnestly.

-- by SUSAN RIFE
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The spacing of the points was carefully planned by Elliot as well.

"The posts have to be close together to keep the interest," he said. "If one is too far from the last one, you start to wonder what happened and lose interest."

Elliot has incorporated versa

ility into the trail too. The points of interest can be moved to correspond to other things.

"If a 20-year-old starts an inter

preter may be here and want to change things some. There's plenty of versatility built into the trail," he said.

Natural log benches are spaced at intervals along the trail at rest points, and off on its own cal de sac is the classroom, an area of benches for use by teachers and classrooms as a place to study the sights, sounds and wildlife of the forest.

The posts along the trail deal primarily with the trees of the area, telling of overcrowding in the forest and the fight for survival, the soil taken by heavy snowfalls on young trees, the natural cooling effect beneath an oak's canopy, the effect of lightening on a tree, and how diseases can infect trees as they do people.

Even though Elliot was graduated from Poly in June and is now working toward his Master's Degree in International Agriculture, he remains in handing the project.

This project has become a way of life for me. It means more to me than most projects mean to seniors," he says earnestly.
**Intramurals schedule set**

**Quick action will be needed both on and off the courts for this summer’s intramural program.** The need for off court speed is because of organization deadlines have passed already. But the Cal Poly students, staff and faculty should be able to hurdle that obstacle.

The intramural activities will be basketball, softball, volleyball, racquetball, handball, soccer and tennis. ‘—

The coed activities will be basketball, softball, volleyball, racquetball, handball, tennis and soccer, July 11.

The schedule for intramural activities in Monday is singles day with handicap singles from 4 to 5 p.m. followed by tennis singles from 5 to 6:30 p.m.

Tuesday starts with handicap doubles from 4 to 5 p.m. followed by tennis doubles from 5 to 6:30 p.m. Six person volleyball from 7 to 11 p.m.

Wednesday is another singles day with racquetball singles from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Racquetball doubles also start at 4 p.m. but they end at 5 p.m. and are followed by tennis doubles from 5 to 6:30 p.m. Basketball leagues are scheduled at 7, 8, 9, and 10 p.m.

No activities are planned for Friday or Saturday.

Sunday is soccer day with leagues as 11 a.m., noon and 1 p.m.

Long play for volleyball began July 8. Basketball and softball league starts July 10. Soccer play will begin July 13. Handball and tennis are slated to begin on July 14 and racquetball will start July 16.

There is no charge for team entries. Further information on intramurals can be found at the Intramural Office in Men’s Gym.

**Fraternity selects chancellor**

Every spring quarter a number of students walk through campus with white canes and bow ties. These are the members of Chi Zeta Theta, the campus chapter and national Service Fraternity of agricultural students in universities and colleges.

This fall the Alpha Zeta-Cal. Delta Chapter’s chancellor will be Gary Fransoni, a junior food industries major from Soledad.

Fransoni has been active in the chapter and has also served as the Food Processing Club representative to the student council, the Food Club representative to the student council of the School of Agriculture and Natural Resources last year.

**Hedl Skelker**

a frightening book**

...

Helen Skelker is a surprising book. It is a gripping story and a terrifying murder case. The author has managed to keep the reader in suspense from beginning to end. The book brings all this out. Nearly 500 pages long, the book covers every possible aspect and angle of the case, from the explicit details of the murders to the effect the Beatles' White Album had on the Manson Family. Charlie thought the Beatles were the easiest way to him from across the sea, telling him to begin the book. The relation between key words of songs on the album and words scrawled in blood on the doors and walls of the murder sites—helter skelter, piggies, rite, it was clearly pointed out.

Charlie was obsessed with the album and it was played almost constantly wherever the Manson Family could hook up a sound system.

The book is much too rich in detail to attempt to describe it further. As a cops-and-robbers story, it hardly fits the traditional role. But as a chronology of one of the most horrifying murder cases the world has known, it stands alone as excellent reading.